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of the expenditure of manpower, money and resources which
ultimately were involved by the advance up the Tigris.
In firm occupation of the delta of the Shatt^al'Arab,
blocking the only approaches by which the enemy could
advance to the attack, and able to get ample warning of his
coming, the force would have been able and ready to move
rapidly and certainly to oppose any offensive or to under-
take punitive measures against recalcitrant tribesmen.
Moreover, as has already been pointed out, it was in tho
highest degree unlikely that Turkey would or could stagf
a serious offensive against Basra—for the very reasons whic1)
made General Nixon's headlong rush up the river so costly
and, in the long run, futile.
Lastly, in the event of its becoming necessary to send
reinforcements to Mesopotamia, troops—earmarked for the
purpose— could have been embarked in India and rapidly
transported to Basra, where they would have disembarked
under the protection of the covering position on the Ahwaz—
Amara line.
Would this plan have produced the desired effect upon
India? Baghdad was the centre of hostile propaganda.
If an extension of hostile activity towards India—whether
by propaganda or by troops—was feared, was not the soudest
step to checkmate it by improving military conditions and
strategical communications within India herself?
Had we, with our traditions of administration in India, our
boasted knowledge of the East, any real reason to fear Turkish
propaganda? Were we, our prestige substantiated by an
obvious military preparedness and by gold, not at least equally
capable of effective propaganda? We could have bought
Turkey, or half Asia, fox what it cost us to get to Baghdad.
It was December, 1916, before an effective force had been
organised for the capture of the city. Had the same amount
of time and half the amount of resources been spent in India,
every bazaar from Peshawar to Madras would have resounded
with the power and might of the Sirkar—whereas the capture,
of Baghdad left them comparatively unstirred. With money
and resources to spend, we should have been in a position io
handle the eternal problem of the north west frontier im»>*
effectively than ever before, and to destroy once and for all
the chimera of an extension of the war into India.
So much for the first aim of British policy in the Micldl *
East. As for the second, the overthrow of Turkey, cm;
attitude in Mesopotamia could affect that but little, unless
Turkey were foolish enough to divert her resources from the

